Jagdeep Raina, Desi Punjabi Songs for Lovers, 2015, mixed media on paper, 152.4 x 111.8 cm / 60 x 44 inches

Jagdeep Raina, Arora Archive, 2015, mixed media on paper, 55.9 x 76.2 cm / 22 x 30 inches

Jagdeep Raina, Celestial Beats, 2019, mixed media on paper, 56 x 76.3 cm / 22 x 30 inches

Jagdeep Raina, Teamwork, 2015, mixed media on paper, 152.4 x 111.8 cm / 60 x 44 inches

Jagdeep Raina, You Reappear Again, 2015, mixed media on paper, 127 x 152.4 cm / 50 x 60 inches

Jagdeep Raina, Never Say Goodbye, 2015, mixed media on paper, 152.4 x 223.5 cm / 60 x 88 inches

Jagdeep Raina, Club Kali, 2020, embroidery thread, phulkari border on muslin, 86.4 x 30.5 cm / 34 x 12 inches

Jagdeep Raina, Club Kali, 2020 (detail)

bio
In his inter-disciplinary practice Jagdeep Raina shares stories of the Sikh
diaspora, drawing upon personal records and those of his family, who were
among the migration to southern Ontario in the 1960s, as well as oral and
archival histories of wider pioneering Kashmiri and Punjabi Sikh diasporic
communities. Rendering these narratives as embroidered tapestries, works
on paper or video animations, Raina evokes the local and transnational
geographies of longing and belonging that emerge in the quest to establish
home in terrain that is unsettlingly remote.

Jagdeep Raina received his MFA from the Rhode Island School of Design in

The mixed media works featured in this ‘Spotlight’ reference Bhangra club
culture that created spaces where external markers such as race, nationality,
sexuality and gender could be exceeded. Developed in the late 1970s and
remaining popular until the early 1990s, Bhangra was created by workingclass South Asian migrant labourers, who worked in the industrial factories
of Britain. It was popularised in Canada, the United States and back to
the Global South. Born at the intersection of many homelands and artistic
inheritances, it manifests the open-endedness of a musical tradition that has
the potential to reinvent itself.

Galleries,

Raina combines his loose brushstrokes with an obsessive attention to detail
such as the faithful reproduction of record label logos, portraits of famous
Punjabi musicians or the assemblage of cassette and VHS tapes as if to
suggest the importance of historical veracity. Not without an undertone of
melancholia, the mixed media works evoke a particular culture at a particular
time, with their informal quality suggesting the fluid and often fugitive way in
which communities are bound together in new territories.

Two of Raina’s most recent films ‘Oh Lahore’ and ‘Madhur’s Phulkari’ will be shown

“I was so transfixed by how mundane ordinary objects like fading cardboard
boxes stuffed with miscellaneous objects such as VHS tapes and
photographs and album covers could act as magical portals, linking
diasporic communities back to the Global South: a reminder of a life they
have left behind as a result of the residues of migrations rooted in the effects
of colonialism.”
Spotlight November 2021

2016, and attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in 2017. He
has exhibited internationally, including: the Textile Museum of Canada, Toronto
(2021/2022); Drawing Room Biennial, Drawing Room, London (2021); Blaffer Art
Museum, Houston (2021); Museum of Contemporary Art Toronto, Toronto
(2021); Jhaveri
Minneapolis

Contemporary,

Mumbai

(2021);

Midway

Contemporary,

(2019); Art Gallery of Guelph, Guelph (2019); Cooper Cole,

Toronto (2019); Art Gallery of Alberta, Edmonton (2018); Rubin Museum of
Art, New York (2018); RISD Museum of Art, Providence (2017); Humber
Toronto

(2017);

Provincetown Art Association and Museum,

Provincetown (2017); Camden Arts Centre, London (2016); 11th Shanghai
Biennale (2016); and Modern Fuel Artist Run Centre, Kingston (2016).
Raina received the Core Program Fellowship, Museum of Fine Arts Houston,
Houston (2021-2021); the Paul Mellon Fellowship, Yale University, New Haven
(2021) and the Craft Project Grant, Ontario Arts Council, Toronto, (2020). He
is a recipient of the prestigious Sobey Art Award in Canada (2020) and the
Textile Museum of Canada’s Melissa Levin Emerging Artist Award (2019).

at the Los Angeles International Film Festival (2021).

For more information contact:

birgid.uccia@acfacontemporary.com | www.acfacontemporary.com

